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Our Place in 
the Universe

1

E X P E R I M E N T  S E T U P

P R E D I C T I O N

S K E T C H  
O F  R E S U LT S

When I compare the three images,  
I expect to see:

1

2

3

PHOTO 1 PHOTO 2

PHOTO 3

1

2

3

PHOTO 1 PHOTO 2

PHOTO 3

Go to the same location and take three photos 
of the horizon at a time of day when the Sun is 
just below the horizon.  Be sure that you have 
a stationary object (like a tree) in each photo.  
Take a photo at the:

1 beginning of semester
2 middle of semester
3 end of semester

The location of the sunrise changes throughout the year.  
This pattern can be used as part of the scientific method—which  
you will learn about in this chapter—to investigate Earth’s orbit.

Three times throughout this course (at the beginning,  
near the middle, and at the end), go outside to the same location  
and take a picture of the western horizon just after sunset.  
Before you begin, write down what you expect to see when you  
compare these images. When you are finished, compare  
the images and see if you were right! 

Each month, the Moon changes its appearance in a predictable way. 
For one month, go outside on 10 different dates to the same location and 
take a picture of the Moon.  You will have to think about what time of day 
to go outside to take these photos.  Label each photo with the date  
and time of the observation. For each photograph, make a sketch of the 
relative position of the Sun, Earth and Moon when you took the photo-
graph.  Think about where you must have been standing on Earth to see 
that phase of the Moon at that location in your sky, and add a stick figure 
to your Earth sketch to show where you must have been standing.

Patterns in the Sky—
Motions of Earth 
and the Moon

2

E X P E R I M E N T  S E T U P

S K E T C H  O F  R E S U LT S

DAY 10

Moon Rise

1:55 PM

DAY 13

Moon Rise

4:14 PM

DAY 16

Moon Rise

6:07 PM

S M T W T F S

1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30

DAY 14

DAY 5

Label each photo with the date 
and time of the observation.

For one month, go outside on 10 different dates 
to the same location, and take a picture of the 
moon. You will have to think about what time of 
day to go outside to take these photos. 

Laws of Motion
E X P E R I M E N T  S E T U P

P R E D I C T I O N

S K E T C H  O F  R E S U LT S

I predict that the string will be 
 easier      harder     

to hold when the water bottle is faster.

SLOWER FAST

First, spin the bottle just fast enough 
so that the circle is horizontal. 

Then, spin it as fast as you can. 

3
    In order for an object to move in a circle,  
a force must act upon it. This is as true for objects held by  
a string as it is for objects held by gravity. Tie a piece of 
string around a water bottle or other fairly heavy object.  
Go outside and whirl it around over your head. First, whirl 
the bottle just fast enough so that the circle is horizontal.  
Then, whirl it as fast as you can. Compare how difficult it is  
to hold onto the string in each case. Before you begin, write 
down a prediction about which case will require more force 
to hold: faster or slower. Afterwards, make a sketch that 
shows the relative sizes of the force and velocity arrows  
for each of these two cases.
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Some telescopes use lenses to change the path of light.   
The properties of the lens determine the appearance of the 
image. A glass full of water may be used as a lens. Fold a 
piece of paper so that it stands up. Draw a horizontal arrow 
(pointing to the side) on the vertical part of the paper. Place 
the arrow about 3 inches behind a clear empty glass, and 
observe the arrow through the glass. Make a prediction 
about what you will see if you fill the glass with water.  
As you fill the glass with water, watch the arrow through  
the glass. Write down your observations. Make a sketch, 
drawn from above, of the path of the light rays as they  
leave the two ends of the arrow and pass through the  
empty glass on their way to your eye. Repeat the sketch for 
the water-filled glass. Move the glass closer to and farther 
away from the arrow. Write down your observations of any 
changes that occur at the different distances.

Light and 
Telescopes

E X P E R I M E N T  S E T U P

P R E D I C T I O N

S K E T C H  O F  R E S U LT S  (in progress)

Fold a piece of paper so it stands up. 
Draw a horizontal arrow.

Place the paper about 3 inches  
behind a clear empty glass and  
observe the arrow through the glass.

Move the glass closer to and farther  
away from the arrow. Write down your  
observations of any changes that occur  
at the different distances.

As you fill the glass with water, continue 
to watch the arrow through the glass. 
Write down your observations.

Make a sketch, drawn from above, of the path of the light rays as they 
leave the two ends of the arrow and pass through the empty glass on 
their way to your eye. Repeat the sketch for the water-filled glass.

4

3 in 3 in

CLOSER FARTHER

3 in 3 in

CLOSER FARTHER

3 in 3 in

CLOSER FARTHER

I predict that when I view the arrow 
through the glass, it will be:

Hydrostatic equilibrium is a balance between forces. 
The stability of clouds, planets, and stars depends on it.  
So does the stability of an inflated balloon. Blow up a 
balloon and tie it off. Wrap a string around the widest part 

of the balloon, and use a marker to trace the string 
on the balloon. Mark on the string where it overlaps; this 
indicates the balloon’s circumference at room temperature. 
Use a ruler to measure the circumference. Predict how the 
circumference of the balloon will change if it is warmed 
above room temperature and if it is cooled below room 
temperature. Next, place the balloon in a sink, pot, or 
bucket and cover it completely with hot water (but not 
boiling!). After 15 minutes, measure the circumference one 
more time. What was the circumference this time? How did 
it change? Now, place the balloon someplace cold, such as a 
freezer. After 15 minutes, wrap the string around the 
balloon again, following the line you made previously. How 
did the circumference change this time? Use your data to 
sketch a graph with the circumference on the y-axis and 
the relative temperature on the x-axis.

The Formation 
of Stars and Planets
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P R E D I C T I O N

S K E T C H  O F  R E S U LT S  (in progress)

5

Blow up a balloon and tie it off. 
Wrap a string around the  

widest part of the balloon. 

Submerge the balloon in hot water  
(but not boiling!) for 15 minutes.  

Measure the circumference of the balloon.

Place the balloon someplace  
cold for 15 minutes. Measure the  

circumference of the balloon.

Use a marker  
to trace the string  

on the balloon.

Mark on the string 
where it overlaps.

The circumference will be 
 larger    smaller    the same   

when the balloon is cooled. It will be
 larger    smaller    the same 

when the balloon is heated.
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The Moon has many visible surface features that can  
be used to reveal its history. Use the Internet to find out 
the date of the next full Moon. Go outside on a clear night 
within three days of the full Moon (either before or after), 
and sketch the face of the Moon. You may want to look  
at the Moon through a cardboard tube, such as a toilet 
paper roll or paper towel roll, or a rolled up piece of 
paper. The tube will block some of the ambient light and 
focus your attention on the surface of the Moon itself, 
thus helping you to see more detail. Use a map of the 
Moon to identify at least two mare and two craters and 
label them on your sketch.

Terrestrial 
Worlds 

in the Inner 
Solar System

S K E T C H  O F  R E S U LT S 
(in progress)

6

Use the Internet to  
 find out the date of  
  the next full Moon.

DAY 10

Full Moon

6:07 PM
Go outside on a clear night  

within three days of the full Moon  
(either before or after), and  
sketch the face of the Moon. 

You may want to look at the Moon through  
a cardboard tube or a rolled up piece of paper  
to block some of the ambient light and focus  
your attention on the surface of the Moon itself,  
thus helping you see more detail.

Use a map of the Moon to 
identify at least two mare 

and two craters on the 
surface of the Moon. Label 

them on your sketch.

E X P E R I M E N T  S E T U P

Mare Frigoris

Sinus Iridum

Mare 
Imbrium

Aristarchus

Eratosthenes

Copernicus

Ptolemaeus

Posidonius

Schickard Tycho

Mare 
Nubium

Mare 
Nectaris

Mare 
Fecunditatis

Mare 
Crispum

Mare 
Tranquillitatis

Mare 
Serenitatis

Mare 
Humorum

O
ceanus Procellarum

Throughout the history of Earth, life has modified the atmosphere 
and the surface, as you will learn here in Chapter 7. In this experi-
ment, you will see that even a small amount of microscopic life  
can significantly modify its environment. Stretch out a balloon by  
blowing it up and letting the air out a few times. Combine 1 cup  
of very warm water, 2 tablespoons of sugar, and 1 packet of active 
dry yeast in a clean soda bottle, and mix them together until  
bubbling starts, which is the sign that the yeast are producing CO2. 
Follow the instructions to collect your data. After the first measure-
ment, begin to sketch a graph with circumference on the y-axis and 
time on the x-axis. How do you expect the balloon’s size to increase 
with time? Continue measuring the balloon’s circumference until it 
stops expanding. Graph your results and compare them to your  
prediction. How long did it take for the balloon to stand upright? 
Why did the balloon eventually stop expanding? 7

Atmospheres 
of Venus, Earth, 
and Mars

E X P E R I M E N T  S E T U P

S K E T C H  O F  R E S U LT S  (in progress)

Stretch out a balloon by blowing it up and letting the air out a few times.  
Combine 1 cup of very warm water,  2 tablespoons of sugar, and 1 packet of  
active dry yeast in a clean soda bottle. Mix them together until bubbling starts.

Note the time again, and measure the 
circumference of the balloon. At even  
time intervals (every few minutes), 
measure the circumference of the  
balloon, as you did in Chapter 5.  
Continue measuring the balloon’s 
circumference until it stops expanding.

Attach the balloon  
to the top of the bottle. 
Note the time, and  
wait for the balloon  
to stand upright above  
the bottle. 

P R E D I C T I O N

I predict that the circumference of 
the balloon will stop changing 

 abruptly.     smoothly.

YEAST

00:00 00:10 00:12 00:14

The giant planets Jupiter and Saturn, along with terrestrial planets 
Venus and Mars, are bright enough that even city-dwellers can see 
them at night when they are in the right part of the sky. Use the Internet 
to find out which planets are visible during the semester. Go outside on  
a clear night and sketch the positions of the planets that are visible.  
If you can identify stars or constellations near the planets (star maps 
like those at the end of this book, or ones you can obtain online, will 
help!), include them in your sketch. Be sure to record your location,  
the date, the time, and a note about the sky conditions. 8

The 
Giant Planets

E X P E R I M E N T  S E T U P

S K E T C H  O F  R E S U LT S  (in progress)

Use the Internet to find out 
which planets are visible 
during the semester.

Go out on a clear night and sketch 
the positions of these visible planets.

If you can identify stars or 
constellations near the planet  
(star maps like those at the end of this 
book, or ones you can obtain online, 
will help!), include them in your sketch.

Your observations will be incomplete without:

 your location    date    time    a note about the sky conditions.

This evening, 

Venus, Mars and 

Jupiter will all be 

near each other in 

the night sky.

THE SKY

TONIGHT

Observation Log

Date 
Object
Location

Sky conditions

Comments

Time
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Meteors occur when small pieces of space dust collide with  
Earth’s atmosphere. Several times a year, many meteors occur at once,  
as you will find out here in Chapter 9. On these nights, the meteors appear 
to all come from the same location. Use the Internet to find out the date of 
the next meteor shower. Prepare an observation log page and take it with 
you when you go outside at night on that date. Sketch objects on the 
horizon onto the observation log, so that you fix different directions 
in your mind. If you can see the constellation for which the 
shower is named, sketch that, too! Spend a few hours watching 
for meteors. (Be sure to dress warmly!) Each time you see 
one, sketch it onto your observation log. Once you have 
observed about 10 meteors, trace their paths back with  
dotted lines, to see that they all intersect. 9

Small Bodies of 
the Solar System

E X P E R I M E N T  S E T U P

S K E T C H  O F  R E S U LT S  (in progress)

Use the Internet to find out the date  
of the next meteor shower.

Prepare an observation log 
page and take it with  
you when you go outside  
at night on that date. 

Sketch objects on the horizon onto the  
observation log, so that you fix different directions  

in your mind. If you can see the constellation  
for which the shower is named, sketch that, too!

Observation Log

Date 
Object
Location

Sky conditions

Comments

Time

METEOR

SHOWER

CALENDAR

Quadrantids

Night of Jan 2

Sets around 

midnight

Lyrids

Night of April 21

Morning crescent

Date
Time
Location

Date
Time
Location

Spend a few hours watching for meteors.  
(Be sure to dress warmly!) Each time you see one,  
sketch it onto your observation log. Once you have  
observed about 10 meteors, trace their paths back  
with dotted lines, to see that they all intersect.

The stars in the night sky have different brightnesses for reasons 
that you will learn about here in Chapter 10. Study the star chart  
for the current season, found in Appendix 4. About how many more 
faint stars (magnitude 4) than bright stars (magnitude 1) are there  
in this chart? Notice the scale bar that shows how the size of the  
dot relates to the magnitude of the star. Next, count the number of 
stars of each magnitude and make a table of your results. Does this 
more careful analysis agree with your estimate? Take this star chart 
outside on a clear night, and find all the stars with magnitude 1 that 
are above the horizon. This will orient you to the sky. Now find some 
stars with magnitude 2, 3, 4, and so on. If you can find no stars fainter 
than magnitude 3, then the “limiting magnitude” of your observing 
site is 3. What is the limiting magnitude of your observing site on  
this date? What sources of light are making it difficult to see stars 
fainter than this?

Measuring the Stars

E X P E R I M E N T  S E T U P

P R E D I C T I O N

S K E T C H  O F  R E S U LT S

Study the star chart in Appendix 4 and  
make a table as described on the previous  
page. Take the star chart outside on  
a clear night, and find all the stars with  
magnitude 1 that are above the horizon. 

Now try to find some stars with  
magnitude 2, 3, 4, and so on.  

10
I predict that I will find  
times more stars of magnitude 4 
than of magnitude 1.

1

1
Draco

Orion Taurus

           

Andromeda

Aquarius

Aries

Auriga

Caelum

Camelopardalis

Cancer

Canis
Major

Canis
Minor

Cassiopeia

Cepheus

Cetus

Columbae

Cygnus

Eridanus

Fornax

Gemini

Horologium

Lacerta

Leo Minor
i

Lepus

Lynx

Monoceros

Pegasus
Perseus

PhePictor

Pisces

Sculptor

Triangulum

Ursa MinorUrsa Major

N

E

S

W

1

2

3

3

1

The Sun is more massive and significantly larger than 
everything else in the Solar System. You can measure the 
diameter of the Sun with a heavy sheet of paper or poster 
board, a long piece of string, a ruler, and a little help from  
a friend. On a sunny day, poke a tiny hole in the paper. 
Standing with her back to the Sun, your friend should  
hold up the paper so that the Sun shines through the hole.  
An image of the Sun will be projected onto the ground 
within the shadow of the paper. If the paper is close to  
the ground, the image will be small. If the paper is far  
from the ground, the image will be larger, but it will not be 
as bright. Move the paper until you can accurately measure 
the diameter (d) of the image on the ground with your 
ruler, in millimeters. Convert this number to meters. Use 
the long piece of string to measure how far (h) the paper is 
from the ground, by first marking the distance on the piece 
of string, and then using the ruler to measure the marked 
distance in meters. (You can use a tape measure, instead,  
if you have one.) To calculate the diameter of the Sun,  
all you need are these two measurements and the distance 
from Earth to the Sun (in meters), which is available in 
your textbook or on the Internet.

Our Star: The Sun
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On a sunny day, poke a tiny hole in the paper. 
Standing with her back to the Sun, have  
a friend hold up the paper so that the Sun  
shines through the hole. An image of  
the Sun will be projected onto the ground  
within the shadow of the paper.

If the paper is close to the ground, the image will  
be small. If the paper is far from the ground, the 
image will be larger, but it will not be as bright. 
Move the paper until you can accurately measure  
the diameter (d) of the image on the ground  
with your ruler, in millimeters. Convert this number  
to meters.

Use a long piece of string to 
measure how far (h) the paper is 
from the ground, by first marking 
the distance on the piece of 
string, and then using the ruler 
to measure the marked distance 
in meters.
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As stars begin the final stages of their evolution, they become  
both brighter and redder, as you will learn here in Chapter 12. Stars are red,  
white, or blue, depending on the temperature of their outer layers. Predict whether  
you will see more red, white, or blue stars in the night sky. These colors are a little 
subtle; some of the most prominent stars in the night sky are red supergiants  
or supergiants, but many people do not notice the color until it is pointed out  
to them! On a clear night, take a star chart out with you, and carefully observe 
the stars. When you find a red one, identify it with your star chart, and make  
a log of your observation, including the other bright stars of the constellation 
in which you found it. While not all red stars are red giants or supergiants,  
the vast majority of red stars are far too faint to see. If you see a bright red 
star in the night sky, it is most likely a dying star that is quickly passing 
through the giant or supergiant phase. While you are observing, carefully 
note the colors of other stars that you see.

Evolution of 
Low-Mass Stars
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On a clear night, take a star chart  
out with you, and carefully observe  
the stars. When you find a red one, 
identify it with your star chart, and  
make a log of your observation, 
including the other bright stars of  
the constellation in which you found it. 
While you are observing, carefully note 
the colors of other stars that you see.
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Some massive stars end their lives as neutron stars that  
rapidly spin. In some cases, the star has a strong magnetic field  
with an axis that does not line up with the rotation axis. This makes 
the star “pulse” on and off, as the beam of light that comes from the 
magnetic field axis passes in front of the observer. For each rotation  
of the neutron star, predict how many “pulses” an observer will see.  
To see why a star pulses, build a model of a pulsar with two pencils,  
a large wad of paper, some tape, and some string or ribbon (optional). 
Tape the two pencils together so that they form an “X.”  One of these 
pencils is the rotation axis, and one is the axis of the magnetic field. 
Wad up some paper around the place where the pencils cross, to 
represent the neutron star. Choose one of the pencils to be the axis  
of the magnetic field, and tape pieces of string or ribbon to each  
end (the optional string or ribbon represents the beam of light that 
comes from the magnetic field axis). Hold the other pencil, which 
represents the rotation axis, and spin the model quickly. Notice how 
sometimes the magnetic field points towards you, and sometimes it 
does not. How many times does the magnetic field point toward you 
during each rotation of the model?
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the observer will see  
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pulse/pulses. 

magnetic field axis

rotation axis

To see why a star pulses, build a model of a pulsar with two pencils,  
a large wad of paper, some tape, and some string or ribbon (optional). 

Tape the two pencils  
so that they form an “X.” One of these pencils is the rotation axis,  

and one is the axis of the magnetic field. 

Wad up some paper  
around the place where  
the pencils cross,  
to represent the  
neutron star. 

Tape pieces of string or 
ribbon to each end of the 
pencil representing the axis  
of the magnetic field.  
The ribbon represents the 
beam of light that comes  
from the magnetic field axis.                  

Hold the other pencil, which represents the rotation axis, and spin 
the model quickly. Notice how sometimes the magnetic field points 
towards you, and sometimes it does not. How many times does the 
magnetic field point toward you during each rotation of the model?

Astronomers use many different methods for determining 
distance, as you will find out here in Chapter 14. In Chapter 10,  
you learned how astronomers use parallax to find the distance  
to the closest stars. To go further, astronomers need a “standard 
candle”—a type of object that has a known luminosity. Street  
lights along a single street typically use the same bulbs—they all 
have the same luminosity, so they make good standard candles. If 
a street light is fainter, it is farther away. Find a straight street that 
is well-lit by regularly placed street lights—the longer, the better. 
Look at the nearest street light, and then move down the line of 
lights until you find one that is half as bright. Repeat this 
experiment as many times as you can, finding the next light that is 
half as bright as the previous one. If you do this carefully and well, 
you can make an accurate graph of the brightness of the lights 
versus the distance, measured as the number of street lights.

Measuring Galaxies
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Use your toilet paper tube to 
restrict your vision to just one 
street light at a time. Look at 

the nearest street light. 

Repeat this experiment as many times as you can, finding the next light that is  
half as bright as the previous one. If you do this carefully and well, you can make  
an accurate graph of the brightness of the lights versus the distance, measured as 
the number of street lights away. 

Move down the line of lights until you 
find one that is half as bright. How 

many street lights away is the light that 
is half as bright as the nearest one? 

Take a toilet paper tube out with you at night and find a straight street 
that is well-lit by regularly placed street lights—the longer, the better.  
The brightness of each light tells you how near it is to you.
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The stars in a spiral galaxy are not 
uniformly distributed. As you will learn 
here in Chapter 15, this is also true for 
the Milky Way. Before you begin this 
experiment, predict whether you will 
see more stars in the plane of the  
Milky Way or far from it. Then, find  
a dark sky that is clear in all directions. 
Bring a star chart for the date and time 
of your observation, as well as a paper 
towel tube. Point your paper towel tube 
at the plane of the Milky Way, and 
count the stars that you see through 
the tube. Move the tube so that it points 
as far from the plane of the Milky Way 
as possible (90°, if you can!). Count the 
stars again. Halfway between these two 
points, make a third star count.  

Our Galaxy: 
The Milky Way
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Find as dark a site as possible,  
where you can see lots of stars.  
Bring a star chart for the date  
and time of your observation,  
as well as a paper towel tube.
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2 3 11 Point your paper towel tube 
at the plane of the Milky Way, 

and count the stars that you see 
through the tube. 

2 Move the tube so that it points 
as far from the plane of the 

Milky Way as possible (90°, if you 
can!). Count the stars again.

3 Halfway between these two 
points, make a third star count.

The universe expands, carrying galaxies farther and farther apart.  
This can be hard to visualize, but a one-dimensional example can help. Cut a 
 rubber band in one place, making a “rubber string.” Attach at least 6 paper clips 
to the rubber band, and label them A, B, C, D, etc. To simulate the expanding 
universe, you will stretch the rubber band. Before you begin, predict how the 
distance to more distant paper clips will grow compared to the distance to  
nearer paper clips. Lay the rubber band along a ruler, and record the distance 
from a paper clip near the center (the “home” paper clip) to all the other paper 
clips. Stretch the rubber band, keeping the home paper clip at the same location 
on the ruler. Measure and record the distance to all the other paper clips along 
the stretched rubber band. (You may need the help of a friend.) Select a new 
“home” paper clip near the center, and repeat the experiment, first measuring 
distances along the unstretched rubber band, then measuring distances along 
the stretched rubber band. Make sure to stretch the rubber band the same 
amount in both experiments. Make a graph of “stretched distance” versus 
“original distance” for each experiment, and compare these graphs. Is the shape 
of the graph the same for each experiment?

The Evolution 
of the Universe
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as the distance to nearer paper clips. 
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home = D

Lay the rubber band along a ruler and measure  
the distance from "home" to the other paper clips.

Stretch the rubber band and measure again.
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Repeat the experiment with a new "home" paper clip,  
stretching the rubber band the same amount.

One of the things you’ll learn here in Chapter 17 is  
that the light from the early universe is much too “smooth”; 
that is, every part of the cosmic microwave background  
is very nearly the same temperature as every other. This is  
a problem for astronomers because it takes a long time for 
heat to move from one place to another—even when those 
places are in contact—and it takes much longer when they  
are separated. To better understand the flow of heat at 
different times in the universe, you will need three identical 
stacking foam or paper cups, two ice cubes that are the  
same size, and some water. Fill cups 1 and 2 with the same 
amount of water at the same temperature. Add an ice cube to 
cup 1, and put the other ice cube in cup 3. Set cup 2 inside 
cup 3. Predict which ice cube will melt first. Leave the three 
cups on your desk for a while, checking frequently to see 
which ice cube melts first. The one in direct contact with the 
water (cup 1) resembles the very early universe, when cold 
spots and hot spots were all close together. The ice cube  
in cup 3 resembles the universe at a later time, when the  
cold and hot spots are no longer in contact, and can’t share 
energy easily.

Formation 
of Structure
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will melt first. 
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Fill cups 1 and 2 with 
the same amount of water 
at the same temperature.

Add an ice cube to cup 1, 
and put the other ice cube in cup 3.

Set cup 2 inside cup 3. 
Predict which ice cube will melt first.

Leave the three cups on your desk 
for a while, checking frequently 

to see which ice cube melts first.
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When astronomers look for worlds that 
might harbor life, they look for water, as you  
will learn here in Chapter 18. Life as we know  
it depends on water because water is a terrific 
solvent; it can carry chemicals, minerals,  
and nutrients around in an organism. It has  
this property because it is a polar molecule— 
the hydrogen end of the molecule is positively 
charged, while the oxygen end is negatively 
charged. Water, therefore, is attracted to lots of 
different molecules. It can be attracted, in fact,  
to anything that carries a charge. Rub a plastic 
object, like a pen, a ruler, or an inflated balloon,  
all over your dry hair, so that the plastic object 
becomes electrically charged. Turn on the water 
from a faucet so that a thin stream falls from the 
tap. Take a moment to predict what will happen 
when you bring the charged plastic object close  
to the water. Then slowly bring the plastic object 
close to the stream of water. Sketch the result.

Life in 
the Universe

18
I predict that the stream of water will: 

  bend away from the object. 
  bend toward the object. 
  fall straight down. 
  yank the object out of my hand. 
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SLOW

Rub a plastic object, like a pen, a ruler, or an inflated balloon, all over your hair, 
separating charges, so that the plastic object becomes electrically charged.

P R E D I C T I O N

Turn on the water from a faucet so that  
a thin stream falls from the tap.

Take a moment to make a prediction about 
what will happen when you bring the 
charged plastic object close to the water. 
Then slowly bring the plastic object close to 
the stream of water. Sketch the result.
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P R E FA C E

Dear Student,

You may wonder why it is a good idea to take a general-education science 
course. Scientists, including astronomers, have a specific approach to under-
standing new information. Astronomers “understand” when they can make 

correct predictions about what will happen next. Astronomers “know” when an idea 
has been tested dozens or even hundreds of times and the idea has stood the test of 
time.

There are two fundamental goals to keep in mind as you take this course. The 
first is to understand some basic physical concepts and become familiar with the 
night sky. The second is to learn to think like a scientist and learn to use the scien-
tific method, or process of science, to answer questions in this course and make 
decisions about science and technology in your life. We have written the third edi-
tion of Understanding Our Universe with these two goals in mind.

Throughout this book, we emphasize the content of astronomy (the masses of 
the planets, the compositions of stellar atmospheres) as well as how we know what 
we know. The scientific method is a valuable tool that you can carry with you, and 
use, for the rest of your life.

The most effective way to learn something is to “do” it. Whether playing an 
instrument or a sport or becoming a good cook, reading “how” can only take you so 
far. The same is true of learning astronomy. The following tools in each chapter help 
you “do” as you learn:

•	 Active Learning Figures open 
each chapter and ask you to “do” 
science by setting up an experi-
ment and then making either a 
prediction or an observation and 
recording the results. We hope 
you find that the “answer” isn’t 
the most important part of the 
activity. Rather, we want the 
experience of thinking about a 
physical phenomenon and pre-
dicting what will happen next to 
become a natural way for you to 
apply your knowledge and under-
stand new concepts.

xvii

Hydrostatic equilibrium is a balance between forces. 
The stability of clouds, planets, and stars depends on it.  
So does the stability of an inflated balloon. Blow up a 
balloon and tie it off. Wrap a string around the widest part 

of the balloon, and use a marker to trace the string 
on the balloon. Mark on the string where it overlaps; this 
indicates the balloon’s circumference at room temperature. 
Use a ruler to measure the circumference. Predict how the 
circumference of the balloon will change if it is warmed 
above room temperature and if it is cooled below room 
temperature. Next, place the balloon in a sink, pot, or 
bucket and cover it completely with hot water (but not 
boiling!). After 15 minutes, measure the circumference one 
more time. What was the circumference this time? How did 
it change? Now, place the balloon someplace cold, such as a 
freezer. After 15 minutes, wrap the string around the 
balloon again, following the line you made previously. How 
did the circumference change this time? Use your data to 
sketch a graph with the circumference on the y-axis and 
the relative temperature on the x-axis.

The Formation 
of Stars and Planets
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5

Blow up a balloon and tie it off. 
Wrap a string around the  

widest part of the balloon. 

Submerge the balloon in hot water  
(but not boiling!) for 15 minutes.  

Measure the circumference of the balloon.

Place the balloon someplace  
cold for 15 minutes. Measure the  

circumference of the balloon.

Use a marker  
to trace the string  

on the balloon.

Mark on the string 
where it overlaps.

The circumference will be 
 larger    smaller    the same   

when the balloon is cooled. It will be
 larger    smaller    the same 

when the balloon is heated.



xviii  PREFACE

• 	To	promote	active	reading,	Check Your Understanding 
questions have been placed at the end of each section of 
a chapter. These questions act as “speed bumps” so that 
you will pause and check your comprehension of the 
material prior to moving on to the next section. These, 
and the questions and problems at the end of each 
chapter, are a great way to check whether you have a basic 
understanding of the material.

• 	Reading Astronomy News sections toward the end of each 
chapter include a news article or press release with questions 
to help you make sense of how the science is presented. As a 
citizen of the world, recognizing what is credible and ques-
tioning what is not are important skills. You make judgments 
about science, distinguishing between good science and pseu-
doscience, in order to make decisions in the grocery store, 
pharmacy, car dealership, and voting booth. You base these 
decisions on the presentation of information you receive 
through the media, which is very different from the presen-
tation of information in class. The goal of Reading Astronomy 
News is to help you build your scientific literacy and your 
ability to challenge what you hear elsewhere.

• 	At	the	very	end	of	each	chapter,	an	Exploration activity 
shows you how to use the concepts and skills you learned in 
an interactive way. About half of the book’s Explorations ask 
you to use animations and simulations found on the Digital 
Resources Page on the Student Site, while the others are 
hands-on, paper-and-pencil activities that use everyday 
objects such as ice cubes or balloons.

We believe that the learn-by-doing approach not only helps you 
better understand the material but also makes the material 
more interesting and, perhaps, fun.

As you learn any new subject, one of the stumbling blocks 
is often the language of the subject itself. This can be jargon—

the specialized words unique to that 
 subject—for example, supernova or Cepheid 
variable. But it can also be ordinary words 
that are used in a special way. As an example, 
the common word inflation usually applies 
to balloons or tires in everyday life, but econ-
omists use it very differently, and astrono-
mers use it differently still. Throughout the 
book, we have included Vocabulary Alerts 
that point out the astronomical uses of com-
mon words to help you recognize how those 
terms are used by astronomers.

In learning science, there is another 
potential language issue. The language of 
science is mathematics, and it can be as chal-
lenging to learn as any other language. The 
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Even after the initial formation, the Solar System was a remarkably violent and 
chaotic place. Many objects in the Solar System show evidence of cataclysmic impacts 
that reshaped worlds. A dramatic difference between the terrains of the northern 
and southern hemispheres on Mars, for example, has been interpreted by some 
planetary scientists as the result of one or more colossal collisions. Mercury has a 
crater on its surface from an impact so devastating that it caused the crust to buckle 
on the opposite side of the planet. In the outer Solar System, a moon of Saturn called 
Mimas has a crater roughly one-third the diameter of the moon itself. Uranus suf-
fered a collision that was violent enough to literally knock the planet on its side. 
Today, its axis of rotation is tilted to lie almost in its orbital plane.

Not even our own Earth escaped devastation by these cataclysmic events. The 
Moon itself may be the result of such a collision. According to the best current 
hypothesis for the formation of the Moon, the early Solar System included a proto-
planet about the same size and mass as Mars. As the newly formed planets were 
settling into their present-day orbits, this fifth terrestrial planet suffered a grazing 
collision with Earth and was completely destroyed. The remains of the planet, 
together with material knocked from Earth’s outer layers, formed a huge cloud of 
debris encircling Earth. For a brief period Earth may have displayed a magnificent 
group of rings like those of Saturn. In time, some of this debris coalesced into the 
single body we know as our Moon. This “impact formation” hypothesis is still an 
active area of research, as astronomers try better to explain all the observations 
about the Earth-Moon system.

CHeCK yoUr UnDerStanDInG 5.5
The terrestrial planets are different from the giant planets because when they formed,
a. the inner Solar System was richer in heavy elements.
b. the inner Solar System was hotter than the outer Solar System.
c. the outer Solar System took up a bigger volume, so there was more material to form 
planets.
d. the inner Solar System was moving faster, so centrifugal force was more important.

5.6  Planetary Systems Are Common
In 1995, astronomers announced the first confirmed extrasolar planet—a planet 
orbiting around a star other than the Sun. This planet orbits around a solar-type  
star called 51 Pegasi and is a Jupiter-sized body with a surprisingly small orbit.  
Today, the number of known extrasolar planets, sometimes called exoplanets, has 
grown to several thousands, and new discoveries are occurring almost daily.

The discovery of extrasolar planets raises questions about what we mean by 
the term planet. The International Astronomical Union defines an extrasolar planet 
as a body that orbits a star other than our Sun and has a mass less than 13 Jupiters. 
Objects more massive than this but less than 0.08 MSun are brown dwarfs. Objects 
more massive than 0.08 MSun are defined as stars.

The Search for Extrasolar Planets
Astronomers use several methods for finding extrasolar planets. The first planets 
were discovered indirectly by observing their gravitational tug on the central star. 
As technology has improved, other methods have become more productive. Astron-
omers now have direct imagery of planets orbiting stars and have also been able  
to take the spectra of planets to observe the composition of their atmospheres. 
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reading Astronomy News
Kepler provides more information about TRAPPIST-1
By Nicole Kiefert, Published: Wednesday, March 8, 2017
Earlier this month, a team including the European Southern Observatory and NASA’s Spitzer 
telescope team announced that the previously-discovered TRAPPIST-1 hosts seven potentially 
habitable Earth-size planets. (It was once thought to only have three.)

As it turns out, NASA’s Kepler space telescope has also been observing TRAPPIST-1 since December 2016 and now that 
data is available.

Kepler studied the dwarf star’s change in brightness due to transitioning planets for 74 days during a period known as the 
K2 Campaign 12. That research period gave researchers the longest, near continuous set of observations of the dwarf star yet. 
The information will help teams look at the planets’ gravitational interactions as well as continue the search for even more 
undiscovered planets.

However, Kepler almost missed the opportunity to study TRAPPIST-1. Before news broke in May 2016 about the planets 
orbiting TRAPPIST-1, Kepler was set to study a different region of space. Once they learned about the planets, though, the 
teams at NASA and Ball Aerospace & Technologies Corp. worked quickly to rework calculations and commands so the space-
craft’s operating system would adjust for Campaign 12 and study the new star system.

In a press release, Michael Haas, science office director for the Kepler and K2 missions at Ames said scientists were excited 
about the opportunity to study TRAPPIST-1 and had “submitted proposals for specific targets of interest in that field.”

“The unexpected opportunity to further study the TRAPPIST-1 system was quickly recognized and the agility of the K2 
team and science community prevailed once again,” Haas said.

The K2 mission lasted from December 15, 2016 to March 4, 2017 and provided researchers [with] information to work with 
in measuring the planets, working out the orbits, attempting to figure out the mass of the farthest planet, and to learn more 
about the magnetic activity of TRAPPIST-1.

“Scientists and enthusiasts around the world are invested in learning everything they can about these Earth-size worlds,” 
said Geert Barentsen, K2 research scientist at NASA’s Ames Research Center at Moffett Field, California. “Providing the K2 raw 
data as quickly as possible was a priority to give investigators an early look so they could best define their follow-up research 
plans. We’re thrilled that this will also allow the public to witness the process of discovery.”

Any measurement updates and additional discoveries in the K2 data will help astronomers plan for follow-up studies of 
TRAPPIST-1 world using NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope.

E VA L U AT I N G  T H E  N E W S
 1. What planet detection method is used by the Kepler mission?

 2. Is the Trappist-1 system a disk system, like our own Solar System, or is the system more spherical, with all the planets hav-
ing different orbital angles? How do you know?

 3. K2 Campaign 12 lasted 74 days. What does this imply about the period of the orbits of these planets?

 4. Recall Kepler’s Third Law, from Chapter Three. Given your answer to question 2, what can you say about the sizes of the 
semi-major axes of the orbits of these planets?

 5.  Why are astronomers particularly excited about the Trappist-1 system?

Source: Nicole Kiefert: “Kepler provides more information about TRAPPIST-1” from Astronomy.com, March 8, 2017. Reprinted with permission of 
Astronomy.com and Kalmbach Publishing Co.

The spacecraft gives us another look at 
our cool new neighbor.
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exploration  Exploring Extrasolar 
Planets
digital.wwnorton.com/universe3

Visit the Digital Resources Page and on the Student Site open 
the Exoplanet Detection Interactive  
This applet has a number of erent panels that allow you to 

experiment with the variables that are important for measuring radial 
velocities. Compare the views shown in panels with the colored 
arrows in the first panel to see where an observer would stand to see 
the view shown. Start the animation (in the “Animation Controls” 
panel), and allow it to run while you watch the planet orbit its star from 
each of the views shown. Stop the animation, and in the “Presets” panel, 
select “Option A” and then click “set.”

 1. Is Earth’s view of this system most nearly like the “side view” or most 
nearly like the “orbit view”?

 2. Is the orbit of this planet circular or elongated?

 3. Study the radial velocity graph in the upper right panel. The blue 
curve shows the radial velocity of the star over a full period. What is 
the maximum radial velocity of the star?

In the “Presets” window, select “Option B” and then click “set.”

 6. What has changed about the orbit of the planet as shown in the views 
in the upper left panel?

 7. When is the planet moving fastest—when it is close to the star or when 
it is far from the star?

 8. When is the star moving fastest—when the planet is close to it or when 
it is far away?

 9. Explain how an astronomer would determine, from a radial velocity 
graph of the star’s motion, whether the orbit of the planet was in a cir-
cular or elongated orbit.
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choice to use mathematics as the language of science is not arbitrary; nature “speaks” 
math. To learn about nature, you will also need to speak its language. We don’t want 
the language of math to obscure the concepts, so we have placed this book’s math-
ematics in Working It Out boxes to make it clear when we are beginning and ending 
a mathematical argument, so that you can spend time with the concepts in the chap-
ter text and then revisit the mathematics to study the formal language of the argu-
ment. Read through a Working It Out box once, then cover the worked example with 
a piece of paper, and work through the example until you can do it on your own. 
When you can do this, you will have learned a bit of the language of science. We want 
you to be comfortable reading, hearing, and speaking the language of science, and 
we provide you with tools to make it easier.

In addition to learning the language of astronomy, visualizing a process or 
phenomenon will help you reach a deeper understanding. In addition to the illus-
trations in the book, many physical concepts are further explained in a series of 
short Astronomy in Action videos, AstroTour animations, and new Interactive 
Simulations available in the ebook, Coursepack, and on the Student Site. The 
 videos feature one of the authors (and several students) demonstrating physical 
concepts at work. Each animation is a brief tutorial on a concept or process in the 
chapter. The simulations allow you to explore topics such as Moon phases, Kepler’s 
laws, and the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. Your instructor might assign the  videos 
and animations to you or you might choose to watch them on your own to create a 
better picture of each concept in your mind.

Astronomy gives us a sense of perspective that no other field of study offers. The 
universe is vast, fascinating, and beautiful, filled with a wealth of objects that, sur-
prisingly, can be understood using only a handful of principles. By the end of this 
book, you will have gained a sense of your place in the universe—both how incredibly 
small and insignificant you are and how incredibly unique and important you are.

Sincerely,
Stacy Palen
Laura Kay
George Blumenthal
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working it out 5.1

The Stefan-Boltzmann Law and Wien’s Law
Figure 5.4 shows the spectra of a blackbody: a source that absorbs and 
emits all the electromagnetic energy it receives. If we graph the intensity 
(energy per unit area per second) of a blackbody’s emitted radiation 
across all wavelengths, as in Figure 5.4, we obtain a characteristic curve 
called a blackbody spectrum. As the object’s temperature increases, it 
emits more radiation at every wavelength, so the entire curve is higher. 
The luminosity, L, of the object is proportional to the fourth power of the 
temperature, T:

L ∝ T 4

This relationship between temperature and luminosity is known as the 
Stefan-Boltzmann law because it was discovered in the laboratory by 
physicist Josef Stefan (1835–1893) and derived by his student, Ludwig 
Boltzmann (1844–1906).

The amount of energy radiated by each square meter of the surface of an 
object each second is called the flux, . We can relate the flux to the tem-
perature by using the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, σ (the Greek  letter 
sigma). The value of σ is 5.67 3 1028 W/(m2 K4), where W stands for watts, a 
unit of power equal to 1 joule per second. Expressing all this in math, we find:

 5 σT 4

Even modest changes in temperature can result in large changes in the 
amount of power radiated by an object. If the temperature triples, then 
the flux increases by a factor of 34, or 81.

Suppose we want to find the flux and luminosity of Earth. Earth’s aver-
age temperature is 288 K, so the flux from its surface is

 5 σT 4

 5 [5.67 3 1028 W/(m2 K4)](288 K)4

 5 390 W/m2

To find the total energy radiated every second, we must multiply by  
the surface area (A) of Earth, given by 4πR2. The radius of Earth (R) is 
6,378,000 meters, or 6.378 3 106 meters, so its luminosity is

L 5  3 A
L 5  3 4πR2

L 5 (390 W/m2) [4π(6.378 3 106 m)2]
L < 2 3 1017 W

Thus, Earth emits each second the equivalent of the energy used by 
2,000,000,000,000,000 one-hundred-watt lightbulbs.

Notice in Figure 5.4 where the peak of each curve lines up along  
the horizontal axis. As the temperature, T, increases, the peak of the spec-
trum shifts toward shorter wavelengths. This is an inverse proportion. 
Translating this into math, and inserting the constant 2.9 3 106 nm K 

(derived from measurements of this relationship) to fix the units, gives 
Wien’s law:

λpeak 5
2.9 3 106 nm K

T

Wien’s law, pronounced “Veen’s law,” is named for physicist Wilhelm 
Wien (1864–1928), who discovered the relationship. In this equation, λpeak 
(pronounced “lambda peak”) is the wavelength where the electromagnetic 
radiation from an object is greatest.

If we insert Earth’s average temperature of 288 K into Wien’s law, we get

 λpeak 5
2.9 3 106 nm K

T

 λpeak 5
2.9 3 106 nm K

288 K
 λpeak 5 10,100 nm

or slightly more than 10 μm. Thus, Earth’s radiation peaks in the infrared 
region of the spectrum.     

Figure 5.4  This graph shows blackbody spectra emitted by sources 
with temperatures ranging from 2000 K to 6000 K. At higher tempera-
tures, the peak of the spectrum shifts toward shorter wavelengths, and 
the amount of energy radiated per second from each square meter of 
the source increases.
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Astronomy in Action:  Wien’s Law

AstroTour:  Solar System Formation

Simulation: Exoplanet Detection
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Stars and planets form from clouds of cool dust and gas. Hot gas fills the 
space between these clouds, pressing on them and helping to keep them 
together. In addition, each of the atoms and molecules in a cloud is gravita-

tionally attracted to every other particle. This gravitational pull will cause some 
clouds to collapse. During the collapse, the clouds may fragment to form multiple 
stars and then further fragment to form planets. In the past few decades, both stel-
lar astronomers and planetary scientists, working from different perspectives, 
arrived at this theory of the early Solar System. However, recent discoveries of exo-
planets show that our Solar System is not typical and challenge this basic picture, 
furthering the development of a detailed theory of star and planet formation.   

l e a r n i n G  G o a l S

 1 Describe the role that gravity and angular momentum play in the forma-
tion of stars and planets.

 2 Diagram the process by which dust grains in the disk around a young star 
stick together to form larger and larger solid objects.

 3 Sketch the process that makes Solar System planets orbit the Sun in a 
plane and revolve in the same direction that the Sun rotates.

 4 Explain how temperature at different locations in the disk affects the com-
position of planets, moons, and other bodies.

 5 List the methods that astronomers use to find planets around other stars, 
and explain how we know that planetary systems around other stars are common.

5.1  Molecular Clouds Are the 
Cradles of Star Formation
A star is a cloud of gas that fuses lighter atoms into heavier ones in its dense core, 
releasing energy in the process. This energy production causes the outer parts of 
the star to shine because these parts have been heated to very high temperatures. 
Stars are often accompanied by planets: large, round bodies that orbit the star in 
individual orbits. In general, a system of planets and other smaller objects surround-
ing a star is a planetary system, and there are many planetary systems in the Milky 
Way Galaxy. Our Solar System is the planetary system that surrounds the Sun. Stars 
and their associated planets share a common origin in a cloud of dust and gas. We 
begin our study of star formation by investigating the places where stars form.

Interstellar Clouds
Stars and planets form from large clouds of dust and gas. These clouds are held 
together partly by the gravity between the parts of the cloud and partly by the  
pressure of hot gas that occupies the space between the clouds. If parts of the  
cloud have a high enough density, these clouds will fragment and collapse to form 
stars and planets. The dust and gas in these clouds have usually been through  
several cycles of star formation and stellar death, and so the dust and gas have  
many different types of atoms that were formed within earlier generations of stars.

VOCABULARY ALERT
pressure  In everyday language, we often use pressure 
interchangeably with the word force. Astronomers specifi-
cally use pressure to mean the force per unit area that 
atoms or molecules exert as they speed around and collide 
with each other and their surroundings.
dense  In everyday language, we use this word in many 
ways, some of which are metaphorical and unkind, as in 
“You can’t understand this? You are so dense!” Astrono-
mers specifically use density to mean “the amount of mass 
packed into a volume”; denser material contains more mass 
in the same amount of space. In practical terms, you are 
familiar with density by how heavy an object feels for its 
size: A billiard ball and a tennis ball are roughly the same 
size, but the billiard ball has greater mass and therefore 
feels heavier because it is denser.

Figure 5.1  Self-gravity causes a molecular cloud to collapse, 
drawing parcels of gas toward a single point inside the cloud.

Center of
mass of cloud

Net
gravitational
force

Parcels of gas within a molecular cloud
feel the gravitational attraction of all
other parts of the molecular cloud…

Parcels of gas within a molecular cloud
feel the gravitational attraction of all
other parts of the molecular cloud…

…leading to a net gravitational
force toward the cloud’s center.
…leading to a net gravitational
force toward the cloud’s center.
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Dear Instructor,

We wrote this book with a few overarching goals: to inspire students, to 
make the material interactive, and to create a useful and flexible tool 
that offers diverse approaches to the content.

As scientists and as teachers, we are passionate about the work we do. We hope 
to share that passion with students and inspire them to engage in science on their 
own. As authors, one way we do this is through the new Active Learning Figures at 
the beginning of each chapter. These figures model student engagement and provide 
an opportunity for students to do an experiment or make an observation on their 
own using only everyday objects they can find around the house or dorm room.

Through our own experience, familiarity with education research, and surveys 
of instructors, we have come to know a great deal about how students learn and what 
goals teachers have for their students. We have explicitly addressed many of these 
goals in this book, sometimes in large, immediately visible ways such as the peda-
gogical structure but also through less obvious efforts such as questions and prob-
lems that relate astronomical concepts to everyday situations or fresh approaches 
to the organization of material.

For example, many teachers state that they would like their students to become 
“educated scientific consumers” and “critical thinkers” or that their students should 
“be able to read a news story about science and understand its significance.” We 
have specifically addressed these goals in our Reading Astronomy News feature, 
which presents a news article and a series of questions that guide a student’s critical 
thinking about the article, the data presented, and the sources.

Many teachers want students to develop better spatial reasoning and visual-
ization skills. We address this explicitly by teaching students to make and use spatial 
models. One example is in Chapter 2, where we ask students to use an orange and a 
lamp to understand the celestial sphere and the phases of the Moon. In nearly every 
chapter, we use visual analogies to compare astronomical concepts to everyday 
events or objects. Through these analogies, we strive to make the material more 
interesting, relevant, and memorable. For example, in Chapter 8 (“The Giant Plan-
ets”), we show an image of moss flowing downstream from a rock to demonstrate 
how the magnetospheres of the giant planets are shaped by the solar wind.

Education research shows that the most effective way to learn is by doing. In 
addition to the Active Learning Figures and Reading Astronomy News features, the 
Exploration activities at the end of each chapter are hands-on, asking students to 
take the concepts they’ve learned in the chapter and apply them as they interact 
with animations and simulations on the Student Site on the Digital Resources Page 
or work through pencil-and- paper activities. Many of these Explorations incorpo-
rate everyday objects and can be used either in your classroom or as activities at 
home.

To learn astronomy, students must also learn the language of science—not just 
the jargon, but the everyday words we scientists use in special ways. Theory is a good 
example of a word that students think they understand, but their definition is very 
different from ours. The first time we use an ordinary word in a special way, a Vocab-
ulary Alert in the margin calls attention to it, helping to reduce student confusion. 
This is in addition to the back-of-book Glossary, which includes all the text’s bold-
face words in addition to other terms students may be unfamiliar with.

We also believe students should grow more comfortable with the more formal 
language of science—mathematics. We have placed the math in Working It Out boxes, 
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so it does not interrupt the flow of the text or get in the way of students’ understand-
ing of conceptual material. But we’ve gone further by beginning with fundamental 
skills in early math boxes and slowly building complexity in math boxes that appear 
later in the book. We’ve also worked to remove some of the stumbling blocks that 
can reduce student confidence by providing calculator hints, references to earlier 
boxes, and detailed, fully worked examples.

In our overall organization, we have made several efforts to encourage stu-
dents to engage with the material and build confidence in their scientific skills as 
they proceed through the book. We introduce some physical principles with a 
“just-in-time” approach; for example, we cover atomic emission and absorption 
in Chapter 10 (“Measuring the Stars”), the first time that this level of detail is 
required to understand astronomical phenomena. Students are not required to 
flip back several chapters to remember the details. The material on stars is orga-
nized to cover the general case first and then to delves into more detail with spe-
cific examples. This organization implicitly helps students to understand their 
place in the universe: our star is one of many. The Sun is a specific example of a 
system that can be generalized to learn about all stars because we live in a physical 
universe in which the same laws apply everywhere. Planets have been organized 
comparatively to emphasize that science is a process of studying individual exam-
ples that lead to collective conclusions. The galaxies chapters have been reorga-
nized to better balance the conceptual difficulty and to better differentiate between 
easily confused concepts. All of these organizational choices were made with the 
student perspective in mind.

Other items new to the third edition of Understanding Our Universe include 
the following:

•	 Active	Learning	Figures	ask	students	to	do	a	brief	experiment	or	make	an	
observation and record their results. Instructors looking for observational 
exercises or demos by students will find these especially useful. One way to 
use these activities is to ask students at the beginning of the semester to 
choose a small number of these to do throughout the term. Because several 
of the observing exercises require multiple observations, this will encourage 
students to plan ahead. Not all exercises require outdoor observation, so 
students will not be stuck during the cloudy weeks at the end of November 
trying to accomplish several observing exercises at once! To help you assess 
students on this information, we have questions in Smartwork5 that corre-
spond to the Active Learning Figures.

•	 We	added	Check	Your	Understanding	questions	at	the	end	of	each	section	of	
a chapter so students could stop and briefly test their comprehension before 
moving to the next section. These questions, as well as the end of chapter 
questions and problems, form reading quizzes or a study guide for students 
to use before an exam. Versions of these questions are also available in 
Smartwork5.

•	 We	revised	each	chapter,	updating	the	science,	to	reflect	the	fast	pace	of	astro-
nomical research today. For example, the material on extrasolar planets 
includes the extremely interesting system Trappist-1. Of particular note is 
the discovery of gravitational waves, announced in February 2016. This excit-
ing development has continued to delight astronomers. Our treatment is as 
up-to-date as we can make it and appears in several locations throughout the 
text.
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•	 The	Using	the	Web	problems	at	the	end	of	each	chapter’s	Questions	and	
Problems section encourage students to engage with scientific content on 
the Internet, guiding them to reliable websites and other media that broaden 
(and sometimes update) the content of the chapter.

•	 We	reorganized	the	chapters	about	galaxies	and	cosmology	(especially	Chap-
ters 14, 15, and 16) to better balance the conceptual difficulty. In the previous 
edition, the expanding universe and dark matter were covered in one chapter. 
This formed a heavy load for students that was made worse by the fact that 
both concepts rely on a graph of velocity versus distance. Introducing these 
concepts in such close proximity led to confusion. These two concepts have 
now been separated, so that Hubble’s law is introduced and developed in 
Chapter 14 (“Galaxies”), while dark matter appears in Chapter 15 (“The Milky 
Way and Dark Matter”). This has the added benefit of allowing us to separate 
the treatment of supermassive black holes from the treatment of dark 
 matter—another point of confusion for students. Hubble’s law is revisited in 
Chapter 16, and the implications of Hubble’s law for the origin of the universe 
are further developed in this chapter. This organization means that students 
visit this challenging material more than once.

•	 New	Interactive	Simulations,	authored	by	Stacy	Palen,	pair	with	the	Explo-
ration activities in the text and Smartwork5, allowing students to explore 
topics such as Moon phases, Kepler’s laws, and the Hertzsprung-Russell 
diagram.

•	 Teaching	Astronomy	by	Doing	Astronomy	(tada101.com)		is	a	blog	for	intro-
ductory astronomy instructors. Posts are written by Stacy Palen and provide 
suggestions for adding active learning to any size of class. Stacy will also post 
suggested Reading Astronomy News articles, discuss ways to integrate math 
into a course, and host discussions about recent developments in practical 
applications of astronomy education research.

•	 The	Interactive	Instructor’s	Guide	is	a	searchable,	online	resource	that	allows	
instructors to find exactly what they need, right when they need it. Included 
are notes on teaching with the animations, simulations, and videos; guides 
to using the in-text learning-by-doing features such as Explorations and 
Reading Astronomy News; worked solutions to all end-of-chapter problems; 
PowerPoint Lecture and Update Slides; and information about incorporating 
the Learning Astronomy by Doing Astronomy: Collaborative Lecture Activities 
workbook activities into class.

Student engagement is not limited to the classroom or to the text. Norton’s 
online tutorial and homework system, Smartwork5, allows you to engage students 
outside of the classroom and to easily assess students using interactive, visual con-
tent on both tablets and computers. Each of the more than 1,500 questions and 
problems offers students answer-specific feedback. Questions are tied directly to 
this text, including the end of chapter questions and versions of the Reading Astron-
omy News and Exploration questions. Any of these could be used as a reading quiz 
to be completed before class or as homework, and instructors can easily modify any 
of the provided questions, answers, and feedback or can create their own questions. 
You can easily set your course up with a range of premade assignments using the 
pedagogical elements of the book. New for this edition, Smartwork5 also integrates 
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directly into your campus learning management system (LMS). Students will sign 
in to a single website, and their grades will automatically appear in the LMS 
gradebook.

We approached this text by asking: What do teachers want students to learn, 
and how can we best help students learn those things? Where possible, we con-
sulted the education research to help guide us, and that guidance has led us down 
some previously unexplored paths. That research has continued to be useful in 
this third edition, but we continue to draw on another excellent resource—our 
colleagues who also teach introductory astronomy. We value your input, which 
often gives us ideas for new approaches, so we hope you will be part of the creative 
process by sharing your experiences with us on the Teaching Astronomy by Doing 
Astronomy blog.

Sincerely,
Stacy Palen
Laura Kay
George Blumenthal

Ancillaries for Students

d Smartwork5 
Ryan Oelkers, Vanderbilt University; Brett Salmon, Space Telescope Science Institute; 
Steven Desch, Guilford Technical Community College; Violet Mager, Susquehanna 
University; Todd Young, Wayne State College

More than 1,500 questions support Understanding Our Universe, Third Edition— 
all with answer-specific feedback, hints, and ebook links. Questions include selected 
end-of-chapter questions, versions of the Explorations (based on AstroTours and 
new simulations), and Reading Astronomy News. Image-labeling questions based 
on NASA images allow students to apply course knowledge to images that are not 
contained in the text. Astronomy in Action video questions focus on overcoming 
common misconceptions, while Process of Science questions take students through 
the steps of a discovery and ask them to participate in the decision-making process 
that led to the discovery.

Norton Digital Resources Page  
digital.wwnorton.com/universe3
This site contains:

•	 Twenty-eight	AstroTour	animations.	These	animations,	some	of	which	are	
interactive, use illustrations from the text to help students visualize import-
ant physical and astronomical concepts.

•	 Astronomy	in	Action	videos	demonstrate	the	most	important	concepts	in	a	
visual, easy-to-understand, and memorable way.

•	 Seven	new	Interactive	Simulations,	authored	by	Stacy	Palen,	pair	with	the	
Exploration activities in the text and Smartwork5, allowing students to 
explore topics such as Moon phases, Kepler’s laws, and the Hertzsprung- 
Russell diagram.
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Learning Astronomy by Doing Astronomy: 
Collaborative Lecture Activities
Stacy Palen, Weber State University, and Ana Larson, University of Washington

Many students learn best by doing. Devising, writing, testing, and revising suit-
able in-class activities that use real astronomical data, illuminate astronomical 
concepts, and ask probing questions requiring students to confront misconceptions 
can be challenging and time consuming. In this workbook, the authors draw on their 
experience teaching thousands of students in many different types of courses (large 
in-class, small in-class, hybrid, online, flipped, and so forth) to provide 30 field-tested 
activities that can be used in any classroom today. The activities have been designed 
to require no special software, materials, or equipment and to take no more than 
50 minutes each to do. Preactivities and postactivities are available for deployment 
in your campus LMS.

Starry Night Planetarium Software 
(College Version 7) and Workbook
Steven Desch, Guilford Technical Community College, and Michael Marks, Bristol 
Community College

Starry Night is a realistic, user-friendly planetarium simulation program 
designed to allow students in urban areas to perform observational activities on a 
computer screen. Norton’s unique accompanying workbook offers observation 
assignments that guide students’ virtual explorations and help them apply what 
they’ve learned from the text reading assignments. The workbook is fully integrated 
with Understanding Our Universe, Third Edition.

For Instructors
Instructor’s Manual
Ana Larson, University of Washington

This resource includes brief chapter overviews, suggested classroom 
discussions/ activities, notes on Active Learning Figures, AstroTour animations, 
Astronomy in Action videos, simulations, Reading Astronomy News (with alternate 
article suggestions), Explorations, and worked solutions to all Check Your Under-
standing and end-of-chapter questions and problems. Also included are notes on 
teaching with Learning Astronomy by Doing Astronomy: Collaborative Lecture Activ-
ities and answers to the Starry Night Workbook exercises.

Test Bank
Todd Vaccaro, St. Cloud State University

The Test Bank has been revised using Bloom’s Taxonomy and provides a quality 
bank of more than 1,000 items. Each chapter of the Test Bank consists of six ques-
tion levels classified according to Bloom’s Taxonomy:

Remembering
Understanding
Applying
Analyzing
Evaluating
Creating
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Questions are further classified by section and difficulty, making it easy to con-
struct tests and quizzes that are meaningful and diagnostic. The question types 
include short answer and multiple choice.

Norton Interactive Instructor’s Guide (IIG)
This new and searchable online resource is designed to help instructors prepare for 
lecture in real time. It contains the following resources, each tagged by topic, chap-
ter, and learning objective:

•	 Test	Bank,	available	in	ExamView,	Word	RTF,	and	PDF	formats
•	 Instructor’s	Manual	in	PDF	format
•	 Discussion	Points
•	 Notes	for	teaching	with	the	Active	Learning	Figures
•	 AstroTour	animations
•	 Astronomy	in	Action	videos
•	 Interactive	Simulations
•	 Notes	and	alternate	articles	for	teaching	with	Reading	Astronomy	News
•	 Notes	for	teaching	with	Learning Astronomy by Doing Astronomy: Collabo-

rative Lecture Activities
•	 Solutions	to	Check	Your	Understanding	and	end-of-chapter	questions	and	

problems
•	 Lecture	PowerPoint	slides
•	 All	art,	photos,	and	tables	in	JPEG	and	PPT	formats
•	 Answers	to	the	Starry Night Workbook exercises
•	 Learning	Management	System	Coursepacks,	available	in	Blackboard,	Canvas,	

Desire2Learn, and Moodle formats

Learning Management System Coursepacks
Norton’s Coursepacks, available for use in popular learning management systems 
(LMSs), feature vocabulary flashcards, preactivities and postactivities for Learning 
Astronomy by Doing Astronomy: Collaborative Lecture Activities, AstroTour anima-
tions, Astronomy in Action videos, Interactive Simulations, selected Check Your 
Understanding questions from the text as assignable worksheets, Explorations 
worksheets, and links to the Test Bank in LMS format.

Coursepacks are available in Blackboard, Canvas, Desire2Learn, and Moodle 
formats.

Instructor’s Resource USB Drive
This portable thumb drive contains the same files as the Interactive Instructor’s 
Guide.
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Our Place in 
the Universe

The location of the sunrise changes throughout the year.  
This pattern can be used as part of the scientific method—which  
you will learn about in this chapter—to investigate Earth’s orbit.

Three times throughout this course (at the beginning,  
near the middle, and at the end), go outside to the same location  
and take a picture of the western horizon just after sunset.  
Before you begin, write down what you expect to see when you  
compare these images. When you are finished, compare  
the images and see if you were right! 



1

E X P E R I M E N T  S E T U P

P R E D I C T I O N

S K E T C H  
O F  R E S U LT S

When I compare the three images,  
I expect to see:

1

2

3

PHOTO 1 PHOTO 2

PHOTO 3

1

2

3

PHOTO 1 PHOTO 2

PHOTO 3

Go to the same location and take three photos 
of the horizon at a time of day when the Sun is 
just below the horizon.  Be sure that you have 
a stationary object (like a tree) in each photo.  
Take a photo at the:

1 beginning of semester
2 middle of semester
3 end of semester
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Historically, the science of astronomy was about measuring positions of 
and finding patterns among the stars. However, modern astronomy  
seeks the answers to questions that early astronomers could not even 

imagine being able to answer: What are the Sun and Moon made of? How far  
away are they? How do stars shine? How did the universe begin? How will it end? 
Astronomy is a living, dynamic science that seeks the answers to these and many 
other compelling questions. In this chapter, we will begin the study of astronomy 
by exploring our place in the universe and the way modern science is done.  
Scientists use a very specific set of processes, sometimes collectively called the  
scientific method, to seek and obtain knowledge. Part of this procedure stems  
from recognizing patterns in nature. Part of it also stems from putting those pat-
terns together to understand how they apply in different places and at different 
times.   

l e a r n i n G  G O a l s

 1 Relate our place in the universe to larger structures in the universe.

 2 Explain how science connects the patterns of our daily lives to the laws 
that govern the larger universe.

 3 Describe our astronomical origins.

 4 Describe the scientific method.

 5 Interpret and draw conclusions from graphs.

1.1  Astronomy Gives Us a Universal Context
Astronomers think of our place in the universe as both a location and a time. Locating 
Earth in the larger universe is the first step in learning the science of astronomy.

Our Place in the Universe
Most people have a home address that consists of a street number, street name, city, 
state, and country. If we expand our view to include the enormously vast universe, 
however, our “cosmic address” might include our planet, star, galaxy, galaxy group, 
and galaxy cluster.

We reside on a planet called Earth, which is orbiting under the influence of 
gravity around a star called the Sun. The Sun is an ordinary, middle-aged star, more 
massive and luminous than some stars but less massive and luminous than others. 
(Terms in red signify a “Vocabulary Alert” in the margin of the text.) The Sun is 
extraordinary only because of its importance to us within our own Solar System. 
Our Solar System consists of eight planets—Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, 
Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. It also contains many smaller bodies, which we will 
discuss in coming chapters, including dwarf planets (such as Pluto, Ceres, and Eris), 
asteroids (such as Ida and Eros), and comets (such as Halley).

The Sun is located about halfway out from the center of the Milky Way Galaxy, 
a flattened collection of stars, gas, and dust. Our Sun is just one among more than a 

VOCABULARY ALERT
massive In common language, massive can mean either 
“very large” or “very heavy.” Astronomers specifically 
mean that more massive objects have more “stuff” in them.
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hundred billion stars scattered throughout the Milky Way. Astronomers are discov-
ering that many of these stars also have planets around them, which suggests that 
planetary systems are common.

The Milky Way, in turn, is part of a small collection of a few dozen galaxies called 
the Local Group. The Milky Way Galaxy and the Andromeda Galaxy are true giants 
within the Local Group. Most others are dwarf galaxies. The Local Group itself is 
part of a vastly larger collection of thousands of galaxies—a supercluster—called the 
Virgo Supercluster, which is part of an even larger grouping called the Laniakea 
Supercluster.

We can now define our cosmic address, illustrated in Figure 1.1: Earth, Solar 
System, Milky Way Galaxy, Local Group, Virgo Supercluster, Laniakea Supercluster. 
Yet even this address is incomplete because the vast structure we just described is 
only the local universe. The part of the universe that we can see extends much far-
ther—a distance that light takes 13.8 billion years to travel. Within this volume, we 
estimate that there are several thousand billion galaxies—roughly as many galaxies 
as there are stars in the Milky Way.

The Scale of the Universe
One of the first challenges we face as we begin to think about the universe is its sheer 
size. A hill is big, and a mountain is really big. If a mountain is really big, then Earth 
is enormous. But where do we go from there? As the scale of the universe comes to 
dwarf our human experience, we run out of words. To develop a sense of scale, we 
can change from talking about distance to talking about time.

To understand how astronomers use time as a measure of distance, think about 
traveling in a car at 60 kilometers per hour (km/h). At 60 km/h, you travel 1 kilo-
meter in 1 minute, or 60 kilometers in 1 hour. In 10 hours, you would travel 600 
kilometers. To get a feel for the difference between 1 kilometer and 600 kilometers, 
you can think about the difference between 1 minute and 10 hours. In astronomy, 
the speed of a car on the highway is far too slow to be a useful measure of time. 
Instead, we use the fastest speed in the universe—the speed of light. Light travels at 
300,000 kilometers per second (km/s). Light can circle Earth (a distance of 40,000 
km) in just under one-seventh of a second—about the time it takes you to snap your 
fingers. Figure 1.2 begins with Earth and progresses outward through the observ-
able universe and illustrates that even relatively small distances in astronomy  
are so vast that they are measured in units of light-years (ly): the distance light 
travels in 1 year.

The Origin and Evolution of the Elements
According to both theory and observation, the universe began 13.8 billion years ago 
in an event known as the Big Bang. The only chemical elements in the early universe 
were hydrogen and helium, plus tiny amounts of lithium, beryllium, and possibly 
boron. Nevertheless we live on a planet with a core of iron and nickel, surrounded 
by an outer layer made up of rocks that contain large amounts of silicon and various 
other elements. Moreover, the human body contains carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, 
sodium, phosphorus, and a host of other chemical elements. If these elements were 
not present in the early universe, where did they come from?

To answer this question, we must begin deep within stars. In the core of a star, 
less massive elements, like hydrogen, combine to form more massive elements, 
eventually leading to atoms such as carbon. When a star nears the end of its life, it 

Milky Way Galaxy

Local Group

Virgo Supercluster

Earth Solar System

Sun

The huge
circled structure
is Laniakea

The huge
circled structure
is Laniakea

The red dot
represents
our galaxy…
one of 100,000

The red dot
represents
our galaxy…
one of 100,000

Figure 1.1 Our place in the universe is given by our cosmic 
address: Earth, Solar System, Milky Way Galaxy, Local Group, Virgo 
Supercluster, and Laniakea Supercluster. We live on Earth, a planet 
orbiting the Sun in our Solar System, which is a star in the Milky 
Way Galaxy. The Milky Way is a large galaxy within the Local Group 
of galaxies, which in turn is located in the Virgo Supercluster, which 
is one of four superclusters in the Laniakea Supercluster.
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350 million years

The distance between
galaxies is like the time since
Homo erectus first appeared.

The distance between
galaxies is like the time since
Homo erectus first appeared.

The size of the observable
universe is like three times
the age of Earth.

The size of the observable
universe is like three times
the age of Earth.

The size of our supercluster
is like the time since dinosaurs
roamed Earth.

The size of our supercluster
is like the time since dinosaurs
roamed Earth.

The diameter of the galaxy is 
like the time since the woolly 
mammoth walked the Earth.

The diameter of the galaxy is 
like the time since the woolly 
mammoth walked the Earth.

The distance to the 
nearest star is like the time
between U.S. presidential
elections.

The distance to the 
nearest star is like the time
between U.S. presidential
elections.

The diameter of Neptune’s
orbit is like a night’s sleep.
The diameter of Neptune’s
orbit is like a night’s sleep.

The Sun’s distance
is like a quick meal.
The Sun’s distance
is like a quick meal.

Moving outward through the
universe at the speed of light,
going around Earth is like the
time between rapid drum beats.

Moving outward through the
universe at the speed of light,
going around Earth is like the
time between rapid drum beats.

8.3 minutes
EarthSun

Earth’s circumference
1/7 second

4.2 years

2.5 million years

100,000 years

Proxima Centauri,
the closest star

to the Sun

Sun

Milky Way Galaxy

The Sun

Milky Way
Galaxy

Radius of the observable universe

Andromeda
Galaxy

13.8 billion years

8.3 hours

Neptune

Sun

Figure 1.2 Thinking about the time it takes for light to travel between objects helps us to comprehend 
the vast distances in the observable universe.
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loses much of its material back into space—including some of these more massive 
elements. This material combines with material lost from other stars, some of which 
produced even more massive elements as they exploded (Figure 1.3), to form large 
clouds of dust and gas. Those clouds go on to make new stars and planets, such as 
our Sun and Solar System. Thus, prior “generations” of stars supplied the building 
blocks for the chemical processes that make it possible for you to read and under-
stand this book. Look around you. Everything you see contains atoms of elements 
that were formed in stars long ago.

An Astronomer’s Toolkit
Telescopes often come to mind when we think of studying space. However, the 21st 
century astronomer spends far more time staring at a computer screen than peering 
through the eyepiece of a telescope. In part, this is because astronomers collect 
information from many varieties of light, not just the kind of light we can see with 
our eyes. From the highest-energy gamma rays and X-rays, through ultraviolet, vis-
ible, and infrared radiation, down to the lowest-energy radio waves, each part of the 
spectrum carries different information about the universe. Figure 1.4 combines a 
visible-light image of the Parkes radio telescope and an image of the Milky Way in 
the radio part of the spectrum, illustrating the new perspectives we have gained 
from improved technology. Modern astronomers use computers to collect and ana-
lyze data from telescopes, calculate physical models of astronomical objects, and 
prepare reports on the results of their work. Most recently, the discovery of gravi-
tational waves has opened another window on the universe that astronomers are 
just beginning to explore.

In 1957, the Soviet Union launched Sputnik, the first human-made satellite. 
Since that time, we have lived in an age of space exploration that has given us a new 
perspective on the universe. The atmosphere that shields us from harmful solar 
radiation also blocks much of the light that travels through space. Space astronomy 
shows views hidden from ground-based telescopes by our atmosphere. Satellite 
observatories have brought us discovery after surprising discovery, which has for-
ever altered our perception of the universe.

Figure 1.4 In the 20th century, advances in telescope technology opened new windows on the 
universe. This is the Milky Way as we would see it if our eyes were sensitive to radio waves, shown as 
a backdrop to the Parkes radio telescope in Australia.

VOCABULARY ALERT
satellite In common language, satellite typically refers to 
a human-made object. Astronomers use this word to 
describe any object, human-made or natural, that orbits 
another object.

Figure 1.3 You and everything around you contain atoms of 
chemical elements that were forged in the interiors of stars that 
lived and died before the Sun and Earth were formed. The super-
massive star Eta Carinae is currently ejecting a cloud of enriched 
material. This star is located about 7,500 light-years from Earth 
and emits 5 million times more light than the Sun.
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In addition to putting satellites into space around Earth, 12 people have walked 
on the Moon (Figure 1.5), and dozens of unmanned probes have visited all eight 
planets. Spacecraft have flown past asteroids, comets, and even the Sun. Spacecraft 
have also landed on Mars, Venus, Titan (Saturn’s largest moon), and both an aster-
oid and a comet. Still others have plunged into the atmosphere of Jupiter and the 
heart of a comet. In the past few years, spacecraft have begun probing the outer 
reaches of the Solar System, with New Horizons visiting the dwarf planet Pluto, and 
Voyager 1 reaching the edge of the Sun’s influence on interstellar space. Most of what 
we know about the Solar System has resulted from the past six decades of explora-
tion since the space age began.

You may also be surprised to learn that much astronomy is now carried out in 
large physics facilities such as the one shown in Figure 1.6. Astronomers work with 
scientists in related fields, such as physics, chemistry, geology, and planetary science, 
to develop a deeper understanding of physical laws and to make sense of their obser-
vations of the distant universe.

checK yOur unDerstanDinG  1.1
Rank the following in order from smallest to largest: Sun, Laniakea Supercluster, Earth, 
Solar System, Local Group, Milky Way Galaxy, universe.

Answers to Check Your Understanding questions are in the back of the book.

1.2  Science Is a Way of Viewing the World
As you view the universe through the eyes of astronomers, you will also learn how 
science works. Science is a way of exploring the physical world through the scientific 
method.

The Scientific Method
The scientific method is a systematic way of exploring the world on the basis of 
developing and then testing new ideas or explanations. Often, the method begins 
with a fact—an observation or a measurement. For example, you might observe 
that the weather changes in a predictable way each year and wonder why that hap-
pens. You then create a hypothesis, a testable explanation of the observation: “I 
think that it is cold in the winter and warm in the summer because Earth is closer 
to the Sun in the summer.” You and your colleagues come up with a test: If it is cold 
in the winter and warm in the summer because Earth is closer to the Sun in the 
summer, then it will be cold in the winter everywhere on the planet—Australia (in 
the Southern Hemisphere) should have winter at the same time of year as the United 
States (in the Northern Hemisphere). You travel to the opposite hemisphere in the 
winter and find that it is summer there when it is winter back home. Your hypoth-
esis has just been falsified, which means that it has been proved incorrect. This is 
good! It means you now know something you didn’t know before. It also means you 
must revise or completely change your hypothesis to be consistent with the new 
data.

Any idea that is not testable—that is not falsifiable—must be accepted or rejected 
on the basis of intuition alone, so it is not scientific. A falsifiable hypothesis or idea 
does not have to be testable using current technology, but we must be able to imag-
ine an experiment or observation that could prove the idea wrong if we could carry 
it out. As continuing tests support a hypothesis by failing to disprove it, scientists 

Figure 1.6 The high-energy particle collider at the European 
Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), shown here as a circle 
drawn above the tunnels of the facility, has provided clues about 
the physical environment during the birth of the universe. Labora-
tory astrophysics, in which astronomers model important physical 
processes under controlled conditions, has become an important 
part of astronomy. The dashed line represents the boundary 
between France and Switzerland. The inset shows a view of the 
instrumentation inside the 27-km tunnel.

Figure 1.5 Exploring the universe has included travels in the 
Solar System. (a) Apollo 15 (1971) was the fourth U.S. mission to 
land on the Moon. Here astronaut James B. Irwin stands by the 
lunar rover during an excursion to explore and collect samples 
from the Moon. (b) Robotic missions have visited all the planets 
(as well as some other objects). The Curiosity rover even took 
“selfies” on the surface of Mars.

(a)

(b)
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come to accept the hypothesis as a theory. A classic example is Einstein’s theories 
of relativity, which have withstood more than a century of scientific efforts to dis-
prove their predictions.

The path to scientific knowledge is solidly based on the scientific method.   
Figure 1.7 illustrates the pathway of the scientific method. It begins with an obser-
vation or idea, followed by a hypothesis, a prediction, further observation or exper-
iments to test the prediction, and perhaps ending as a tested theory.

The scientific method provides the rules for testing whether an idea is false, 
but it offers no insight into where the idea came from in the first place or how an 
experiment was designed. Scientists discussing their work use words such as insight, 
intuition, and creativity. Scientists speak of a beautiful theory in the same way that 
an artist speaks of a beautiful painting or a musician speaks of a beautiful perfor-
mance. Science has an aesthetic that is as human and as profound as any found in 
the arts.

The Language of Science
We have already seen that scientists often use everyday words in special ways. For 
example, in everyday language, theory may mean something that is little more than 
a guess: “Do you have a theory about who might have done it?” “My theory is that a 
third party could win the next election.” In everyday language, a theory isn’t some-
thing we take too seriously. “After all,” we say, “it is only a theory.”

In stark contrast, scientists use the word theory to mean a carefully constructed 
proposition that takes into account every piece of data as well as our entire under-
standing of how the world works. A theory has been used to make testable predic-
tions, and all of those predictions have come true. Every attempt to prove it false 
has failed. A theory such as the general theory of relativity is not a mere speculation 
but is instead a crowning achievement of science. Even so, scientific theories are 
accepted only as long as their predictions are correct. A theory that fails only a 
 single test is proved false. In this sense, all scientific knowledge is subject to 
challenge.

Theories are at the top of the loosely defined hierarchy of scientific knowl-
edge. At the bottom is an idea—a notion about how something might be. Moving 
up the hierarchy we come to a fact, which is an observation or measurement. The 
radius of Earth is a fact, for example. A hypothesis is an idea that leads to testable 
predictions. A hypothesis may be the forerunner of a scientific theory, or it may 
be based on an existing theory, or both. At the top we reach a theory: an idea that 
has been examined carefully, is consistent with all existing theoretical and exper-
imental knowledge, and makes testable predictions. Ultimately, the success of the 
predictions is the deciding factor between competing theories. A law is a series of 
observations that leads to an ability to make predictions but has no underlying 
explanation of why the phenomenon occurs. So we might have a “law of daytime” 
that says the Sun rises and sets once each day. And we could have a “theory of day-
time” that says the Sun rises and sets once each day because Earth spins on its 
axis. Scientists themselves are sometimes sloppy about the way they use these 
words, and you will sometimes see them used differently than in these formal 
definitions.

Underlying this hierarchy of knowledge are scientific principles. A scientific 
principle is a general idea about the universe that guides our construction of new 
theories. For example, at the heart of modern astronomy is the cosmological prin-
ciple. The cosmological principle includes the testable assumption that the same 

VOCABULARY ALERT
falsified/falsifiable In common language, we are likely to 
think of “falsified” evidence as having been manipulated to 
misrepresent the truth. Astronomers (and scientists in gen-
eral) use falsifiable in the sense of “being able to prove a 
hypothesis false,” as we will throughout this book.
theory In common language, a theory is weak—just an 
idea or a guess. For scientists, however, theories represent 
the most well-known, well-tested, and well-supported prin-
ciples in science.

Start with an
observation or idea.

Suggest a
hypothesis.

Make a
prediction.

Perform a test,
experiment, or

additional
observation.

Test supports
hypothesis; make

additional predictions
and test them.

Test falsifies
hypothesis; revise

hypothesis or
choose a new one.

Figure 1.7 The scientific method is the path by which an idea 
or observation leads to a falsifiable hypothesis. The hypothesis is 
either accepted as a tested theory or rejected on the basis of 
observational or experimental tests of its predictions. The process 
goes on indefinitely as scientists continue to test the hypothesis.




